
As we continue to move forward in this 
each teacher, preparing students for the world, and equipping 
all of them with the mindset that, “They can and will be able 
to do ALL THINGS, and that it is through CHRIST….” Phil 4:13 

 

Jasmine Forsyth 10/10 

Jillisa Desue 10/22 

Tavarius Leonard 10/22 

Antonio Dixon 10/27 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Students using recyclable items to create a fall theme in the classroom, as well as a display board for 

what they’ve learned about recycling and up cycling. Reduce, Reuse and Recycle is the wall theme. 

 Students are constantly learning how to become effective readers through their 

reading strategies. Using various stories, we explore the vocabulary first which helps us to better 

understand the story, and we then determine which strategies we are using as we go through the story 

bit by bit. Dissecting the story and using as many of our reading strategies as we can. This in turn helps 

make the comprehension part easier to do. 

 

 

Exodus: The story of Moses   

The students are talking about “Listening to God’s Word”  

 

Rules and regulations of the game of Kickball while also learning proper 
techniques for rolling and catching the ball. The class will have a kickball game 
to display their knowledge. 

 

 

In English middle school students are working on sentence patterns and we are reading 
Hegedus Katalin. Our high school students are still dissecting “A Tale of Two Cities” also 
focusing on sentence structure. Each group has been developing the skills needed to add 
adverbs to core sentences. 



 World Geography: Canada, Pgs. 54-73                   

*Describe where Canada is located 

*Map Skills 

*Identify the most important physical features and climates of Canada 

*Describe the cultures of Canada 

*Where and how most people in Canada live 

* The economy of Canada and its environmental challenges 

 

 

Economics: Economist and Economic Laws, Pgs. 21-33 

*First Principles of Economics 

*Early Economics History 

 *Adam Smith & Wealth of Nations 

                                                                       *Ways to prosperity  

 

 

 Students are Understanding and Comparing Fractions, Meaning of Equation, 

Solutions by Multiplication or Division, Multistep Solutions and Changing 

Fractions to Higher Terms. 

 

 

 

 

Our 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th graders are learning about plants, and the functions!   

 

Basic Chemistry and Describing the earth are the focal points for our students this 
month, along with the Structure of Matter! 


